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EXPLOSIVE DESENSITIZATION BY PRESHOCKING

by

Charles L. Mader
Los .41amosScientific Laboratory

Shock initiation of heterogeneous explosives proceeds by
the process of shock interaction at density discontinuities
such as vcids which produces local hot spots that decompose
and add their energy to the flow. The released energy strength-
ens the shock so that, when it +~teracts with additional inho-
mogeneities, higher temperature hct spots are formed and more
of the explosive Is decomposed. The shock wave grows stronger
and stronger, releasing more and more ener}~yuntil propagating
detonation occurs. The process has been numerically modeled
using the technique called Forest Fire. It describes the de-
composition rates as a function of the shock pressure (the Pop
plot) and the reactive and nonreactive Hugoniots.

It has been observed that preshocking a heterogeneous
explosive with a shock pressure too low to cause propagating
detonation in the time of interest can cause a propagating
detonation in unshocked explosive. to fail to continue propa-
gating when the detonation front arrives at the previously
shocked explosive. The resulting explosive desensitization
has bee,~modeled usin~ a Forest Fire decomposition rat~ that
is determined only by the initial shock pressure of the first
shock wave passin;;through the explosive. This model lWISbeen
used to reproduce the experimentally ob~erved explosive de-
sensitization of TATB (triaminotrin~trohenzene) explosives
previously shocked by short duration 130-kilobarpulses.

I. INrRol)llcTl(lN
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A model, called Forest Firel after its originator, Charles Forest, has
been developed for describing the decomposition rates as a function of ttie
experimentally measured distance uf run to detonation vs shock pressure (the
Pop plot named after its originator A. Popolato) and the ~eactive and non-
reactive Hugoniot. The model can be used to desclibe the decomposition from
shocks formed either by external drivers or Ly Internal pressure gradients
formed by the propagation of a burning front.

?he similarity amon~ overlapping portions of the experimentally measured
sho’:kdistance and time coordinated from experiments having different shock
pressures obsemed for RDX/Zxon, 9404, TNT, and TATB supports the assumption
that the explosi~a will pass through the same pressure, distance, and decom-
position states at the Bhock front regardless of the initial conditions.
This “single curve build-up assumption” assumes that a reactive shock wave
grows to detonauicm along a unique line in distance, time, and state space.
Applying the s+.ngle-curvebuild-up assumption to the Pop plots gives the
interpretation that the Pop plots are direct descriptions of the shock front.

The HC)M equation of ntate d,secribedIn Ref. 2 was used to calculate the
Hugoniots for partially reacted explosive, the undecomposed explosive, and
the detonation products. The Pop plots for 9404 (94/3/3 HMX/Nitrocellulose/CEF
at 1.844 g/cc), Composition B (64/36 RDX/TNT at 1.713 g/cc), 9502 (95/5
Triaminotrinitrobenzene/Kel-Fat 1.894 g/cc), and Baratol (76/24 Barium
Nitrate/TNT at 2.61 g/cc) are shown In Fig. 1. The Forest Fire rates are
shown in Fig. 2.

11. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

Dick3 performed a PHERMEX radiographic study of detonation waves in 9502
and in Baratol proceeding up a 6.5- by 15.O-cm block of the explosive that
is being preshocked by a !).635-cmsteel plate moving 0.09 cm/ps. The rad~o-
graph for the 9502 explosive is shown in Fig. 3 and for tlaratolis shown
in Fig. 4. The preshocked 9592 explosive quenches the detonation wave as it
propagate~ into the block of explosive. The presb,or.kedMrntol explosive
builds up to a propagating detonation after approximately 1 cm of the run.
The two Baratol detonation~ then interact to form a MacIiI stem.

111. NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS

The experimental geometries were numeric.dly modeled using a reactive
hydrodymmic computer code, 2DL, that SOIVCW the Navier-Stokes equations us-
ing the finite-difference techniques described in Ref. 2. The Forest Fire
rate was aaed to describe the explosive decomposition rate. For exl}loslvcs
that hme been prcviouslv shocked, Craig4 has experimrnlall.yohscrved that
the distance of run to detonation for several multiple Aockecl explosi.’csis
determined primarily by the distance after a st?condshork h~s overtnkvm 111.*
lower pressurt?shuck wav~’(the preshrink). TO apprt)xlmatctlli~cxpi?rfmental
observation, we programmed the calculation to ust’Foreht Firu rntes detur-
mir.edby thu first shock wuvt~or the rnte~ dotcrminod by any sub~cquent rt*-
lease winJeHthnt result in lowur prrssurc?stintt10WL?rdrcumpl)s~tionratcH.
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shocked explosives to adequatt’lydescribe all the possible degrees of preshock
explo:?ivedesensitization.

Using the two-dimensional reactive LagranEian ~ode, 2DL,2 with the Forest
Fire rate dettnnined by the magnitude of the first shock, we have calculated
the experimental systems and compared the calculations with the PHERMEX
radiographs,

The calculated density profile~ for 9502 are shown in Fig. 5. The pres-
sure and mass f~srtion of undecomposed explosive profiles are shown in Fig. 6.

If the desensitization by preshocking is not included, one obtains the
computed results shown in Ftg. 7 which do not agree with the ~~per[mental
observations.

The calculated density profiles for Baratol are shown in Fig. 8, along
with the radiographic profiles shown in Fig. .4 The pressure and mass frac-

tion of decomposed explosive are shown in Fig. 9.

The preshocked
after 1 cm of run.
stem.

Iv. CONCLUSIONS

The failure of

Baratol explosive bui].ds up to a propa~ating detonation
The two Baratol detonation waves interact to form a Mach

a propagating detonation in unshocked explosive to con-
tinue to propagate when it interacts with explosive that has been previously
shocked has been studied experimentally using radiographic techniques and has
been numerically modeled.

The formtion of a Mach stcm by perpendicularly interacting Baratol
detonation waves has been numerically modeled using the Forest Fire model for
describing shock decomposition of heterogeneous explosives.
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Pop plots for 9404, Composition B, 9502, and Baratol.

The Forest Fire rates for 9404, Co~.position B, 9502, and Baratol.

A 9502 detonation xave interacting with preshocked 9502. The st.cckwas
formed by a steel driver shown on the right side of the radiograph.

A Baratol detonation interacting with a detonation wave resultin~ from
build-up from a shock formed by a steel driver shown Gn the left side
of the radiograph.

The constant density profiles for a detonat!.an wave in 9502 interacting
with explosive that has been previously shocked to about 80 kbars. The
decompositiorl rate is determined by the first shock wave. The isopycnic
interval is O.G1 cc/g. The PHERMFX radiographic profiles are shown.

The constant pressure and mass fracLion profiles for the system shown in
Fig. 5 at 5.0 and 9.2 PS are shown. The isobar interval is 20 khar and

the mass fraction interval is 0.1.

The constant density profiles for a detonation wave in 9502 interacting
with explosive that has been shocked to about 80 kbar. The decomposition

rate is determined by the local pressure. The detonation wave propagates
through the shocKed explosive.

The constant density profiles for a cletonacion wave in 13arato.1interactin~
with explosive that has been shocked stronrly enough to result in a
second propagating detonation wave.

The constant pressure and mass fraction profiles for the system shown in
Fig. 8.
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